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GRADIENCE IN CODA CLUSTER DEVOICING IN A CENTRAL MINNESOTA 
ENGLISH IDIOLECT  
 
ETTIEN KOFFI AND ANDREA SIMMONDS1 
  
ABSTRACT 
When voiced segments occur in coda clusters, they undergo varying degrees of devoicing.  We 
investigate this phenomenon in the speech of the second author, a native speaker of American 
English from Central Minnesota.  The coda clusters under investigation occur in the lexical items 
transcribed phonemically as /θɪŋz/ (things repeated twice), /spunz/ (spoons), and /wɛnz.de/ 
(Wednesday), /slæbz/ (slabs), /kɪdz/ (kids),and /bægz/ (bags).  Acoustic measurements and the 
40/60 threshold are used in tandem to determine the gradience of devoicing that take place in the 
coda clusters /ŋz/, /nz/, /bz/, /dz/, and /gz/.     
 
1.0 Introduction 
This paper focuses exclusively on double coda devoicing.  It analyzes the idiolect of the 
second author, a college-aged female native speaker of American English from Central Minnesota.  
The goal is to discover whether or not, and to what degree, she devoices the voiced coda clusters 
/ŋz/, /nz/, /bz/, /dz/, and /gz/ that occur in the words  /spunz/ (spoons), and /wɛnz.de/ (Wednesday), 
/slæbz/ (slabs), /kɪdz/ (kids), and /bægz/ (bags).  Coda devoicing is a widespread phenomenon but 
there is a severe paucity of acoustic phonetic data on it in American English.  We exemplify its 
occurrence by analyzing the speech sample provided by the second author in three installments.  
First, we explain the methodology, provide a short literature review, and introduce the 40/60 
threshold.   Secondly, we measure the voicing ratios of each of the constitutive segments in the 
clusters ending in /ŋz/, /nz/, /bz/, /dz/, and /gz/.  Thirdly, we compare and contrast the 
measurements of /z/ in these clusters with those of /s/ in the words /sɪks/ (six), /læst/ (last), and 
/jɔks/ (York’s). We conclude the paper by drawing attention to an instance of coda cluster 
simplification involving the word <last>.   
 
1.1 Corpus Analysis 
The corpus that serves as the basis of this analysis is a slightly expanded version of the 
text Speech Accent Archive text found at http://accent.gmu.edu/.  It reads as follows:  
 
Please call Stella. Ask her to bring these things with her from the store: Six good spoons 
of fresh snow peas, five thick slabs of blue cheese, and maybe a foot long sandwich as a 
snack for her brother Bob. We also need a small plastic snake, a yellow book, a rubber 
duck, a paper I-pad, the dog video game, a big toy frog for the kids, but not the faked gun. 
She can scoop these things into three red bags, and two old backpacks, and we will go meet 
                                               
1Authorship responsibilities: The second author enrolled in the acoustic phonetics course taught 
by the first author and wrote a paper on her pronunciations of /z/ in coda clusters. The current 
version of the paper is substantially different from the one that she submitted at the end of the 
course.  She is listed as the second author to the extent that she provided the speech sample, did 
the narrow IPA transcriptions, and provided the impetus for this investigation.  The first author 
assumes full responsibility for any erroneous measurements and interpretations of the data.       
1
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her, Jake, and Jenny Wednesday at the very last train station at the edge of the zoo near 
York’s Treasure Bank. 
 
The students enrolled in the first author’s acoustic phonetics course are asked to record themselves 
reading this text “as naturally as possible.”  All the recordings for the course are completed prior 
to the students being introduced to any measurement techniques.  The first major assignment in 
the course asks the students to transcribe their recording phonetically.  They keep revising their 
initial transcription as they analyze various aspects of their speech acoustically.  At the end of the 
semester, they submit their final IPA transcription which is fully informed by insights gleaned 
from their acoustic phonetic measurements.  The following is the second author’s final IPA 
transcription of her recording:2   
 
[plis kʰɔl stɛlə. æskʰ ɛɹ tʊ brɪŋ̃ ði:z θɪŋ̃z̥ wɪð hɛɹ frʌ̃m ðə stɔɹ. sɪks gʊd spũns ʌv frɛʃ sno pi:s, fɑɪv 
θɪk slæbs ʌv blu t͡ ʃiz, æ̃n mebi ʌ futlɑ̃ŋ sæ̃nwɪt͡ ʃ æz ʌ snæk fɔɹ hɚ brʌðɚ bɔb. wi ɔlso nid ʌ smɔl 
plæstɪk snek, ʌ yɛlʊ bʊk, ə rʌbɚ dʌk, ʌ pepɚ ɑɪpæd, ðə dɑg vɪdio gem, ʌ bɪg tʰɔɪ fɹɑg fɔr ðə kɪds, 
bət nɑt ðə fekt gʌ̃n. ʃi kən skup ði:s θɪŋ̃z ɪñtu θɹi: rɛd begs ə̃n tu old bækpʰæks ə̃n wi wɪl go mi hɚ, 
d͡ʒek, ẽnd͡ ʒɛ̃ni wɛ̃nz̥de æt ðə vəɹi læs tɹen steʃə̃n æt ðə ɛd͡ʒ ʌv ðə zu niɚ jɔrks trɛʒɚ bɛ̃nk.] 
 
The analysis in the rest of the paper focuses on the coda clusters of the 10 words highlighted in 
red.  These words fall into three categories with regard to the segmental characteristics of their 
coda clusters.  The first group consists of segmental sequences in which the first element is a nasal: 
/θɪŋz/, /θɪŋz/,  /spunz/, and /wɛnz.de/.  The second group includes the words /slæbz/, /kɪdz/, and 
/bægz/ whose next to last segments include a voiced stop.  The third group is made up of /læst/, 
/jɔrks/, and /sɪks/.  The last two segments of these clusters are voiceless consonants.  The words in 
the latter category are used as the “controlled group” because they help gauge gradient levels of 
devoicing.  
 
1.2 A Short Literature Review 
The paucity of acoustic phonetic data on coda devoicing in American English in general, 
and double devoicing in particular, is astounding.  The only source readily available is Koffi and 
Lundy (2017) in which they analyzed the speech of nine speakers (5 males and 4 females) of 
Central Minnesota English (CMNE) in light of the following claim made by Fromkin et al. 
(2014:278):   
 
For many speakers of English, word-final /z/ is devoiced when the /z/represents a separate 
morpheme.  These speakers pronounce plurals such as dogs, days, and dishes as [dɔgs], 
[des], and [dɪʃəs] instead of [dɔgz], [dez], and [dɪʃəz].  Furthermore, they pronounce 
possessives such as Dan’s, Jay’s and Liz’s as [dæ̃ns], [dʒes], and [lɪzəs] instead of [dæ̃nz], 
[dʒez], and [lɪzəz].  Finally, they pronounce third-person singular verb forms such as reads, 
goes, and fuses as [rids], [gos], [fʌses] instead of [ridz], [goz], [fʌsez].   
 
This observation contradicts the claim made by Wetzels and Mascaro (2001) that coda devoicing 
does not occur in English.  They concede that speakers of the Yorkshire dialect of English devoice 
                                               
2 The following conventions are used throughout the paper.  Phonemes are enclosed in slashes /…/ and phones are in 
square brackets.  Graphemes are enclosed in angle brackers <…>. 
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coda clusters.  They cite eight examples of coda devoicing.  However, the examples that they 
provide are all phrases in which coda devoicing occurs only as a result of the application of some 
postlexical phonology rules.  They do not give a single example of a lexical item where coda 
devoicing occurs.  Yet, Koffi and Lundy (2017:122) have documented that coda devoicing is 
pervasive in CMNE, just as hypothesized by Fromkin et al. (2014:278).   The thrust of the present 
study is slightly different from Koffi and Lundy’s earlier study.  In this paper, we investigate 
gradience of devoicing of the entire coda cluster, not only of /z/.  
 
2.0 Assessing Degrees of Voicing 
Some segments are classified as voicelesss (unvoiced), some as devoiced, and others as 
fully voiced.  Yet, Smith (1997:495) makes a distinction between “devoiced” and “partially 
devoiced” /z/s.  She notes, however, that “There was not a very clear boundary between devoiced 
and partially devoiced for any speaker” (page 496).   Frisch and Wright (2002:149) also 
differentiate between various shades of voicing.  However, for our purposes, we will keep using 
the aforementioned three-way distinction in voicing, namely voiceless, devoiced, and voiced.  We 
will measure voicing acoustically by combining the insights from Smith (1997) and the 40/60 
theshold proposed by Gradoville (2011).  His experiments with the aural perception of fricatives 
led him to conclude that when 40% of the duration of a fricative is voiced, hearers perceive the 
whole segment as voiced.  The aggregate of Smith’s raw data on page 482 confirms the 40/60 
threshold.   We combine these insights and formulate a single Just Noticeable Difference (JND) 
reflecting three shades of voicing:  
 
1. If 10% or less of the duration of a segment is voiced, it is voiceless. 
2. If 40% or more of the duration of a segment is voiced, it is voiced. 
3. If 60% to 90% of the duration of a segment is unvoiced, it is devoiced.      
The Voice Report function in Praat makes it possible to calculate percentages of voicing and 
devoicing automatically.  This is the tool that we use to calculate voicing ratios in the rest of the 
paper.  
 
2.1 Devoicing in Coda Clusters with Nasals 
The words /θɪŋz/, /spunz/, and /wɛnz.de/ contain two types of coda clusters.  In one case, 
/z/ is preceded by the velar nasal /ŋ/, while in the other, it is preceded by the alveolar nasal /n/, as 
shown in the spectrographs in Figures 1A and 1B:   
 
3
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Figure 1A: Devoicing Following Velar Nasals 
 
 
Figure 1B: Devoicing Following Alveolar Nasals 
 
We notice that in all four instances the nasal segments /ŋ/ and /n/ within the coda clusters are 
voiced 100%.  However, the /z/s that follow these segments have varying degrees of voicing.  In 
Figure 1A, the /z/ in the first occurrence of /θɪŋz/ is voiced only 18%.  This /z/ is perceived by the 
naked ear as devoiced.  This explains why it is transcribed narrowly as [z̥] in 1.1.  The /z/ in the 
second occurrence of /θɪŋz/ is not perceived as devoiced because 40% of its duration is voiced. 
The variability in the phonation of /z/ is not surprising to anybody familiar with acoustic phonetics.  
It may, in fact, be due to the variability in the pronunciation of /ŋ/ among speakers of American 
English.   In some instances, it produced as a velar nasal, but in others, it is realized almost like an 
4
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alveolar nasal.  The spectrograph in 1A captures some of the subtle variations in the pronunciation 
of this segment.     
 
Now, let’s turn our attention to the /z/ sounds in the coda of /spunz/ and /wɛnz.de/.   In 
Figure 1B, we see that the two /z/s are voiced at 17% and 13% respectively.   According to the 
40/60 threshold, both /z/ are devoiced because their voiced  portions are less than 40%.   The mean 
voicing ratio of the four /z/s is 22%, well below the 40% threshold.  We, therefore, conclude that 
the second author devoices her /z/ to [z̥] when they occur after a nasal consonant.  This can stated 
formally as follows: 
 
                  /z/                [z̥] / [+nasal] _____3 
 
We note, however, that in both instances, the nasal segments /ŋ/ and /n/ that immediately precede 
the three devoiced [z̥]s are fully voiced.   In other words, the devoicing of /z/ does not lead to the 
devoicing of the preceding nasal segments.  These segments remain 100% voiced in all four 
occurrences. 
 
2.2 Devoicing in Coda Clusters with Voiced Stops  
The segments [b, d, g] are classified as voiced stops.  The underlying form of the 
inflectional plural suffix that immediately follows them is, according to Fromkin et al. (2014:227-
28), voiced.  They posit three morphophonological rules that account for its surface representations 
as [z], [s], and [əz].  They state these rules as follows:  
 
1. Allomorph [z] after voiced nonsibilant segments  
2. Allomorph [s] after voiceless nonsibilant segments 
3. Allomorph [əz] after sibilant segments 
Since /z/ is voiced and the segments [b, d, g] are voiced nonsibilants, one would expect <slabs>, 
<kids>, and <bags> to be realized phonetically as [slæbz], [khɪdz] and [bægz].   However, this is 
not what we hear when we listen to the second author.  What we hear is [slæbs], [khɪds] and [begs].4 
The Voice Report data displayed in Figure 2 bear this perception out: 
 
                                               
3 Smith (1997:495) reports that 279 out 322 (86.64%) of word-final /z/s in her corpus were devoiced.     
4 A raising rule applies in CMNE English that causes /æ/ to be pronounced /e/ before voiced velars.  For additional 
information about this rule, refer to Koffi (2013). 
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Figure 2: Devoicing after Voiced Stops 
 
In all three examples, /z/ is produced without any voicing at all.  In other words, the second author 
pronounces as them as [s].  Her pronunciation is completely in keeping with the devoicing 
hypothesis discussed in 1.1.  The phonological rule underlying the second author’s pronunciation 
of /z/ in after voiced stops can be formulated as follows: 
 
/z/                [s] / [+cons, +voice, +stop] _____ 
 
The measurements in Figure 2 provide us with important insights about the phonation 
patterns of the segments /b, d, g/ that immediately precede the inflectional plural suffix.  We see 
that /b/ is voiced 100% even though it is immediately followed by [s].   This is not the same for 
the segment /d/ in [khɪds].  Its voiced portion is 50%.  When we examine the segment [g] in [begs], 
we realized that its voiced portion is 66%.   We see decreasing degrees of voicing in these three 
segments: [b] is voiced at 100%, [g] is voiced at 66%, and [d] is voiced at 50%.    Even though 
50% of /d/ is devoiced, and 34% of /g/ is devoiced, they are still perceived as voiced because their 
voiced portions are greater than 40%.  According to the voicing typologies discussed in Wetzels 
and Mascaro (2001:226), the pronunciation of /z/ as [s] is unlikely to cause /b, d, g/ to undergo 
devoicing because a phonologically-driven double coda devoicing rule is not allowed in English.  
 
2.3 Devoicing versus Unvoicing in Coda Clusters  
 We now compare and contrast the amount of devoicing of the inflectional suffix /z/ in the 
coda clusters /bz/, /dz/, and /gz/ with the pronunciation /s/ in [sɪks], [læst], and [jɔrks] to see if the 
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Figure 3: Unvoicng of /s/   
 
We saw in Figure 2 that there was no voicing whatsoever in the entire duration of the inflectional 
suffix /z/ when it occurred in the coda of [slæbs], [kɪds] and [begs].   It is exactly the same thing 
that we see in coda clusters of [læst], [jɔrks], and [sɪks].   The inflectional suffix /z/ is as voiceless 
(unvoiced) as the [s]s in [læst], [jɔrks], and [sɪks].  In other words, the second author does not only 
devoice /z/ in /slæbz/, /kɪdz/ and /bægz/, in fact, she produces it as [s], that is, as [slæbs], [khɪds] 
and [begs].  Her pronunciation is exactly as predicted by Fromkin et al. (2014:278).     
 
2.4 Coda Cluster Simplification 
The second author’s pronunciation of of the coda cluster /st/ in the word /læst/ deserves a 
brief mention and description.  Figure 3 is repeated below as Figure 4 in order to highlight the 
changes that take place in the pronunciation of /læst/.  
 
 
Figure 4: Coda Cluster Simplification in <last>  
7
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She omits the final /t/ in the /st/ cluster.  This deletion is obvious because there is no burst release 
on the spectrograph.   There are at least two theoretical explanations for why she omits /t/.  First, 
we appeal to the principle of Sufficient Perceptual Separation (SPS), which Ladefoged and 
Johnson (2015:238) explain as follows: 
 
One of the forces acting on languages may be called the principle of sufficient perceptual 
separation, whereby the sounds of a language are kept acoustically distinct to make it easier 
for the listerner to distinguish one from another. [The italics are in the original]. 
 
According to SPS, the second author deletes /t/ and produces /læst/ as [læs] because there is not 
enough perceptual separation between /s/ and /t/.   This is borne out by the fact that both segments 
share two important phonetic features: [-voice] and [+alveolar].   Apparently, the fact that /s/ is a 
fricative and /t/ is a stop does create sufficient perceptual separation between them.  The second 
theoretical explanation for why the second author deletes /t/ is based on what is known as the 
Obligaroty Contour Principle (OCP).  According to this principle,  “an identical place of 
articulation [of segments] in the same subsyllabic constituent” is disallowed.   Roca and Johnson 
(1999:273) refers to this constraint jokingly as “phonological incest.”  Since /s/ and /t/ are both 
alveolars, they are not permitted from occurring “in the same subsyllabic constituent.”  The second 
author adheres to this quasi-universal phonological constraint by deleting /t/.   If such is the case, 
why didn’t she delete /d/ in the cluster /dz/ in the word /kɪdz/ since both share the same place of 
articulation?  There is a plausible exception to the OCP constraint.  The exception has to do with 
the status of /z/ as an inflectional suffix. Wardaugh (2006:5, 8) contends that morphophonological 
constraints are such that “no individual is free to do just exactly what he or she pleases.” 
 
3.0 Summary 
 The acoustic characteristics of the coda clusters produced by the second author are 
summarized below.     The data in Table 1A shows that in coda clusters where the next to last 
segment is a nasal consonant, that segment is fully voiced, whereas the fricative that follows it 
undergoes various degrees of devoicing.    The amount of devoicing ranges from 13% to 18%. 
 
               /θɪŋz/          /θɪŋz/      /spunz/       /wɛnz.de/ 
Segments /ŋ/ /z/ /ŋ/ /z/ /n/ /z/    /n/ /z/ 
Voicing % 100% 18% 100% 40% 100% 17% 100% 13% 
Duration 161 ms 132 ms 46 ms 49 ms 104 ms 53 ms 104 ms 157 ms 
Table 1A: Devoicing Ratios Involving Clusters with Nasals 
 
The amount of devoicing involving voiced stops is even more noticeable. Even though the 
segments /b, d, g/ are still perceived as “voiced” by the naked ear, we see that these segments are 
not all voiced to the same extent.  The range of voicing ratios decreases from 100% to 66% to 
50%. 
  
            /slæbz/              /kɪdz/           /bægz/ 
Segments /b/ /z/ /d/ /z/ /g/ /z/ 
Voicing % 100% 0% 50% 0% 66% 0% 
Duration 32 ms 48 ms 20 ms 183 22 ms 158 ms 
Table 1B: Devoicing Ratios Involving Clusters with Voiced Stops 
8
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The data shows clearly that the second author uses gradient levels of voicing.  The findings in this 
study need to be replicated with a large number of participants to see the voicing patterns described 
here apply to other speakers of American English.  If these hold, this could be an indication that a 
rule of regressive devoicing assimilation applies in coda clusters in American English.  As such, 
the findings could have implications for language change and variation.  Until a large body of 
evidence is gathered, we will only say that the phenomena described here account for the 
pronunciation of the second author.  In her speech, /d/ is more prone to undergoing devoicing 
assimilation than /g/, which is, in turn, more likely to be devoiced than /b/.    Aurally, /b, d, g/ are 
perceived as voiced because their voiced portions are more than 40% of the entire duration of these 
segments.  If Wetzels and Mascaro (2001:226) are right in their typologies and predictions, coda 
devoing involving two voiced segments is unlikely to take place in the second author’s speech and 
in English in general.       
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